<<<<<< Resume Mission >>>>>
TO_Sphinx says:
::The Kzinti walks through Deck 3 on his routine patrol duty::
I'll check the DEA auctions
CTO_Silek says:
:: At tactical looking at the XO::
Host CO_Taylor says:
:: Lays on the floor, very, very still::
CNS_Ashworth says:
::on the bridge at Science Station, looking really worried::
FCO_Harlok says:
@:: Desperately tries to maintain position over the cave-in. Waiting for Gal's signal about his transporter attempt of the Dr and the TO::
OPS_Serok says:
:: At OPS console monitoring ships systems and all communications::
TO_Sphinx says:
:: Stops and sniffs something in the air:: SELF: Blood? :: Waves tail in curiosity and resume patrolling::
Host XO_Lu says:
*CO*: Captain, to the bridge...
OPS_Serok says:
:: Raises eyebrow when there is no response from the Captain::
Host XO_Lu says:
Computer: Locate the Captain.
CNS_Ashworth says:
XO: Sir I can go look for the Captain if you like
Host CO_Taylor says:
:: Does not hear the comm, does not move, barely breathing::
T`Pal says:
@:: Lying in wait under the seabed for her victims::
EO_Winner says:
:: In engineering working on getting extra power::
Host XO_Lu says:
CNS: go ahead.
TO_Sphinx says:
:: Turns a corner and spots someone laying on the floor:: Self: The Captain! :: Approaches and takes CO's life signs quickly::
Host Pat_O says:
Action: a mass of marine life appears around the science station and seems to engulf it
Host XO_Lu says:
CTO: Status on those warbirds??
Host CO_Taylor says:
:: Lies motionless on the floor in a pool of green blood::
TO_Sphinx says:
*Sickbay*: Medical Emergency on Deck 3! The Captain has been wounded!
T`Pal says:
@:: Monitors the marine life surrounding the station and smiles::
CTO_Silek says:
XO: Commander. They have cloaked again ... They are underwater. I think... frowns::
TO_Sphinx says:
*Bridge*: This is TO Sphinx. I've found the Captain on Deck 3. He's been injured.
FCO_Harlok says:
@:: Watches the Marine life as it seems to grow in size and anger:: Self: C'mon Gal! C'MON!
CNS_Ashworth says:
XO: Will do:: enters TL:: TL: Sickbay:: the TL moves::
Host Pat_O says:
Action: an eel-like creature leaves the mass of moving towards the cavern containing the Dr.
TO_Sphinx says:
:: Checks CO's vitals again, while catches a couple of MO's rushing from the TL::
OPS_Serok says:
:: Looks up at the XO:: XO: Sir the Captain has been injured and is on deck 3.
Host CO_Taylor says:
:: Does not move at all::
Host XO_Lu says:
OPS: Get him to the sickbay stat.
T`Pal says:
@:: Re energizes the weapons systems to full power just in case::
TO_Sphinx says:
<MO_Pain> TO: get your sharp claws from near him. He's being injured enough the way it is!
CTO_Silek says:
:: Looks at the XO: XO: I do not understand. :: Shakes head::
CNS_Ashworth says:
:: The turbolift stops and she gets out and heads for Sickbay::
OPS_Serok says:
XO: Aye Sir *TO* stand clear. I am transporting him directly to sickbay. 
Host Pat_O says:
Action: the eel speeds past Harlok and begins burrowing into the cavern
TO_Sphinx says:
:: Snarls at the MO, but moves back while they take the CO onto a stretch and away::
TO_Sphinx says:
SELF: MOs, hrumpf. No good food at all:: resumes his pace towards the Bridge::
OPS_Serok says:
*Sickbay* Beaming the Captain to you...be prepared. :: Begins to beam the Captain to sickbay,::
CNS_Ashworth says:
:: She enters Sickbay:: ALL in SB:: Anyone seen my husband? :: Has a feeling he is hurt::
Host CO_Taylor says:
:: Dissolves into transporter effect::
T`Pal says:
@:: Increased the wav amplitude::
FCO_Harlok says:
@:: Watches Eel:: KISHIJOTEN! *CEO* Gal you got them yet! We got a giant eel here that fishing for them!
TO_Sphinx says:
TL: Bridge:: waves tail casually as the car moves::
Host XO_Lu says:
:: Looks around::
Host CO_Taylor says:
:: Materializes unconscious on a biobed in sickbay::
OPS_Serok says:
:: Watches the transfer of the Captain and sees he is safely in sickbay:: XO: The Captain is now in sickbay Sir.
FCO_Harlok says:
@ <CEO_D'Terrin> *FCO* Negative Marcus, the transport Failed! I'm recalibrating now! :: Fingers fly trying to establish a positive lock::
TO_Sphinx says:
:: Enters the Bridge and walks up to the XO:: XO: Commander, the captain has being found unconscious and was taken to sickbay
Host XO_Lu says:
TO: Thank you mister Sphinx.
TO_Sphinx says:
<MO_Pain>:: starts working on the captain, for lack of better thing to do::
Host XO_Lu says:
CTO/OPS: what should we do about the pod?
T`Pal says:
@:: Increases the comm harmonics to aggravate the marine life::
CTO_Silek says:
XO: Commander. I believe it would make a good projectile.
TO_Sphinx says:
<MO_Pain> SELF: this people can’t even walk without hitting the bulkheads these days? :: Sighs heavily::
CNS_Ashworth says:
:: She spots Kevin laying on a biobed just as she sees the captain:: MO_Pain: You need assistance?
FCO_Harlok says:
@:: Maneuvers Skimmer down to try and "Shoo" the Eel away from the cave in:: Eel: Go on! GET! :: Stabs at consol as he feels the tidal current get stronger::
OPS_Serok says:
XO: I concur Commander.
Host Pat_O says:
Action: the ferocity of the current tidal wave causes a sinkhole to develop beneath the second Warbird sucking it down into the depths and crushing it under the pressure of sea and earth leaving only T'Pal's ship
TO_Sphinx says:
:: Nods to the XO and moves to the back of the bridge:: CTO: Ensign Sphinx reporting for duty, Commander Silek
Host XO_Lu says:
CTO: Fill it up with anti-matter. :: Chuckles::
CTO_Silek says:
:: Raises eyebrow:: XO: Yes Commander.
CTO_Silek says:
TO: Man TAC #2 Mr. Sphinx.
T`Pal says:
@:: Mutters to herself: Self: Federation terrorists!
TO_Sphinx says:
<MO_Pain>:: realizes the CO's in a healing trance:: CO: so you thing yourself too important to be tendered by we the mere mortals, uh? Suit yourself then:: crosses arms::
FCO_Harlok says:
@ <CEO_D'Terrin>:: Detects a low level transmission... that suddenly stops:: Self: Alright... Let's try this again. :: Tries for another lock on::
EO_Winner says:
:: Starts repairing damage caused by the warbirds::
Host XO_Lu says:
CTO: Make sure we don't blow are selves to kingdom come...
OPS_Serok says:
:: Raises eyebrow:: XO: Indeed Commander. :: Almost smiles but doesn’t::
CTO_Silek says:
*EO*: Mr. Winner: Transport some anti-matter into the damaged Sensor Pod and prepare to jettison it.
TO_Sphinx says:
CTO: Aye, sir:: moves to station and brings console online::
Host Pat_O says:
Action: The eel reaches the Dr. and wraps itself around her and pulls her from the cavern
EO_Winner says:
*CTO*: Roger:: transports antimatter to damaged sensor pod::
EO_Winner says:
*CTO*: Stand by for jettison
T`Pal says:
@: Sees the other ship destroyed and becomes even angrier:: Self: They will pay for this!
FCO_Harlok says:
@:: Sees the Eel come out with the Doc:: Ack!! *Dr* Doc! DOC you OK?
CTO_Silek says:
*EO*: I require a way to detonate it from the bridge. Is that possible?
TO_Sphinx says:
<MO_Pain>:: shrugs at CNS:: CNS: He seems to be healing himself all to well, the green blooded one
TO_Sphinx says:
:: Scanning continuously the area for Romulan ships::
CNS_Ashworth says:
MO_Pain: All right, I'm gonna check one my husband over there:: pointing to the biobed that he is on::
OPS_Serok says:
:: Is still scanning the planet and trying to " keep an eye on" the away team::
Host XO_Lu says:
CTO: We can detonate it manually.
Host Pat_O says:
Action: the eel speeds past the FCO again, and drops the near lifeless body of the Dr. at his feet
CTO_Silek says:
XO: Understood Sir.
EO_Winner says:
*CTO*: You can detonate the antimatter manually by setting up a remote detonator
FCO_Harlok says:
@:: Picks up a portable breather unit and opens the skimmer. Then swims out to retrieve Dr. Clarain::
CTO_Silek says:
:: Prepares the phasers::
T`Pal says:
@:: Brings her weapons online and prepares to attack::
FCO_Harlok says:
@ <CEO_D'Terrin>:: Maneuvers the Hetfield over the now open cave opening and scans for the TO::
CTO_Silek says:
*EO*: We have found an alternative. Thank You Mr. Winner... Prepare to jettison the Sensor pod.
TO_Sphinx says:
CTO: Sir, I'm detecting an implosion on the sea floor. Particle analysis reveals large traces of tachyons, probably from a cloaking device.
Host Pat_O says:
Action: The remaining Warbird stirs back to life and resumes it's attack on the Ganymede
Host XO_Lu says:
OPS: Put us behind the Warbird.
EO_Winner says:
*CTO*: Roger
CNS_Ashworth says:
:: Goes over and checks on Kevin and sees that he is not badly injured, he is just sound asleep and she doesn't want to disturb him::
Host XO_Lu says:
CTO: I have an idea.
EO_Winner says:
*CTO*: Standing bye
CTO_Silek says:
XO: Commander?
TO_Sphinx says:
CTO: A Warbird coming on attack angle
OPS_Serok says:
XO: Aye Sir. :: Maneuvers the Gany into position::
T`Pal says:
@:: Moves through the water and heads up to hit the Ganymede one last time::
FCO_Harlok says:
@:: Picks up the Dr's body and struggles toward the Hetfield::
EO_Winner says:
*CTO*: I think I can rig up some antimatter mines, those might help
T`Pal says:
@::opens fire on the Ganymede from the starboard side::
Host XO_Lu says:
CTO: keep them busy, I'll detonate the pod with a warp capable shuttle.
OPS_Serok says:
:: Evasive maneuvers::
CTO_Silek says:
:: Blinks:: XO: Yes Sir.
Host XO_Lu says:
CTO: Its not a fighter but it will due.
T`Pal says:
@:: Fires a full disrupter spread::
Host XO_Lu says:
CTO: you have the bridge.
Host Pat_O says:
Action: The disrupter fire damages the forward shields reducing power to 1/2
TO_Sphinx says:
CTO: They are firing, sir. Shall I return fire?
CTO_Silek says:
XO: Aye Sir.
Host XO_Lu says:
:: Exits the bridge::
TO_Sphinx says:
:: Clawed hands fly over the console:: CTO: Damage report. Forward shields down to 50%
T`Pal says:
@:: Maneuvers around behind the Gany and targets her engines once again and opens fire::
CTO_Silek says:
TO: Negative... OPS: Take us around the planet. Puts it between us and the Romulan Ship
Host XO_Lu says:
:: Takes the TL to the shuttlebay::
Host CO_Taylor says:
:: Stirs on his biobed, eyelids flutter open::
T`Pal says:
@:: Banks hard to the left and comes around aiming for the shuttlebay::
FCO_Harlok says:
@ <CEO_D'Terrin>:: Failing to get a lock on the TO, he tries to transport Harlok and Dr Clarain onto the Hetfield::
OPS_Serok says:
:: Tries to reroute power to shields:: CTO: Aye:: moves the Gany out of firing range::
CTO_Silek says:
*EO*: Prepare you're mines Mr. Winner... We shall use them...
EO_Winner says:
*CTO*: Very well, I will proceed
TO_Sphinx says:
CTO: Aye, sir. :: Checks readouts:: They are maneuvering behind us. Probably targeting our engines sir
CTO_Silek says:
*EO*: Wait for my order Mr. Winner
EO_Winner says:
:: Makes 9 mines, 120-kiloton antimatter
Host Pat_O says:
Action: the Ganymede is taking a beating from the Warbird
T`Pal says:
@:: Fires 3 torpedoes at the shuttle bay::
Host XO_Lu says:
:: Rethinks his actions::
OPS_Serok says:
:: Tries evasive maunders::
CTO_Silek says:
OPS: 90 mark 45 Warp 6
Host XO_Lu says:
:: Runs back to the TL and heads for the bridge::
EO_Winner says:
*CTO*: I have 9 mines, would you like me to jettison them?
OPS_Serok says:
:: Fingers fly over the console:: CTO: Aye.
Host CO_Taylor says:
:: Sits up, sees no one notices him and walks quietly out of sickbay, still bleeding from the side of the face slightly::
T`Pal says:
@:: Comes about and fires at the port nacelle::
Host Pat_O says:
Action: two torpedoes miss and the third slams into the lower right saucer section
FCO_Harlok says:
@:: Appears on the Hetfield and straps the Dr into a passenger seat:: CEO: Gal did you find K'arana?
TO_Sphinx says:
:: Re-phasing shields harmonics to reinforce aft shields::
Host XO_Lu says:
:: Enters the bridge::
Host CO_Taylor says:
:: Braces against the corridor wall::
Host XO_Lu says:
CTO: Give me a full torpedo spread.
Host CO_Taylor says:
:: Enters a TL:: Bridge.
CNS_Ashworth says:
:: Starts heading back to the bridge to see if she is needed:: *Bridge*: Ashworth here, I am heading back to the Bridge.
FCO_Harlok says:
@ <CEO_D'Terrin> FCO: NO. I... I'm not getting any lifesigns at all down there. :: Frowns at his sensor readings::
TO_Sphinx says:
:: Holds on the console as the ship rocks:: CTO: Direct hit on lower right section of the saucer
T`Pal says:
@:: Re routes all auxiliary power to the weapons systems and fires again::
CTO_Silek says:
:: Looks towards the TO and nods::
OPS_Serok says:
:: Grabs the side of the console to retain her seat::
Host XO_Lu says:
CO: Captain??
FCO_Harlok says:
@ What? :: Looks at Gal in horror::
EO_Winner says:
*CTO*: I have 9 mines, would you like me to jettison them?
Host Pat_O says:
Action: The port nacelle begins to spew smoke and half of it just floats into space
Host CO_Taylor says:
:: Steps out onto the bridge:: XO: Report, Mister Lu!
CTO_Silek says:
:: Moves to TAC console 1 and fires the torpedoes::
T`Pal says:
@:: Targets the bridge area this time with a torpedo::
Host XO_Lu says:
CO: Romulan Warbird attacking claims the planet for themselves.
OPS_Serok says:
:: Monitoring the Warbird:: XO: Sir the war bird is venerable!
Host CO_Taylor says:
XO: Man Flight Control. Evasives at your leisure.
CNS_Ashworth says:
:: Gets in TL and is heading to the bridge::
Host XO_Lu says:
:: Runs over to the helm::
OPS_Serok says:
:: Moves from helm::
FCO_Harlok says:
@ <CEO_D'Terrin>: You advise the Mede... if you can. I'll keep scanning. :: Tries different frequencies and band strengths::
Host Pat_O says:
Action: the Ganymede pulls away from the oncoming torpedo just in time
Host CO_Taylor says:
CTO: Fire all weapons at the Warbird, point blank! Fire at will.
TO_Sphinx says:
CTO: Damage report. Our port nacelle is gone. Warp propulsion unavailable:: sees nacelle floating past in the main viewer and sighs::
Host XO_Lu says:
:: Looks at the current status:: Self:ok. lets get this cheese raft moving.
CTO_Silek says:
*EO* Fire the mines now!! XO: Firing Sir!! :: Fires all weapons::
Host CO_Taylor says:
OPS: Get word out to Starfleet. We have a violation of the Treaty of Algernon!
T`Pal says:
@:: Banks right and makes a strafing run along the Gany's hull::
Host XO_Lu says:
:: Compensates with port thrusters::
TO_Sphinx says:
:: Twists tail in happiness as he hits the big red button:: CO: Firing all weapons sir:: fires::
CNS_Ashworth says:
:: Enters the Bridge and sits in her chair::
Host CO_Taylor says:
*EO*: Status report! What have we got left, ensign?
OPS_Serok says:
CO: Aye Sir! :: Composes and send message::
Host XO_Lu says:
:: Turns the ship around::
Host Pat_O says:
Action: The strafing run hits the Ganymede's flank and the Warbird breaks off
FCO_Harlok says:
@ CEO: Right:: Jumps into Co-pilot's seat:: COM: GANYMEDE: Mede this is the Hetfield! We have the Doc, but so far unable to locate TO Masterson. We are still searching however.
Host CO_Taylor says:
CTO: Counter fire all torpedoes NOW!
Host XO_Lu says:
CTO: I'm giving you a firing solution.
EO_Winner says:
*CO*: Not much sir, warp is gone, we have low power, and shields are almost gone!!
CTO_Silek says:
TO: Take the phasers Mr. Sphinx. I'll handle torpedoes. If you see it fire XO: Firing Sir! :: Fires torpedoes::
EO_Winner says:
*CTO*: I have 9 mines, would you like me to jettison them?
T`Pal says:
@:: Heads off at maximum warp::
OPS_Serok says:
:: Send message to the FCO of the situation::
Host CO_Taylor says:
*EO*: I need operational Emergency power on the double, Ensign! Get on it!
CTO_Silek says:
*EO*: Mr. Winner Jettison the mines now
EO_Winner says:
*CO*: Yes sir!
Host Pat_O says:
Action: 2 torpedoes find their mark and catch the Warbirds aft section bringing down its aft shields
TO_Sphinx says:
:: Takes over phasers:: CTO: Aye sir:: concentrate on target sensors::
EO_Winner says:
:: Jettisons mines on full spread::
Host CO_Taylor says:
CTO: Give me bearing and range to the Warbird.
Host XO_Lu says:
:: Brings the Ganymede underneath the Warbird a surges upward::
EO_Winner says:
:: Works on emergency power::
TO_Sphinx says:
:: Fires phaser on aft section of Warbird::
CTO_Silek says:
:: Locks torpedoes on the warbirds aft section and fires::
OPS_Serok says:
CO: The warbirds aft shields are down.
T`Pal says:
@:: Firms up her rear deflector shields::
Host Pat_O says:
Action: All of the marine life around the science station break off into 2 groups
FCO_Harlok says:
@:: Reads the message and swears in Japanese:: CEO: They're in deep syrup! They can't help right now. I'll go suit up and go down to look for her! :: Stands::
Host CO_Taylor says:
CTO: Hold those mines in abeyance. I have an idea. 
T`Pal says:
@:: Heads out of phaser range::
TO_Sphinx says:
CTO: Warbird's aft shields down, sir. Firing phasers
CTO_Silek says:
CO: Aye Sir.
EO_Winner says:
*CO*: I've got 78% emergency power
Host CO_Taylor says:
FCO: Full impulse straight at the Warbird for 1.8 seconds, then CTO fires all mines! Do it! NOW!
Host XO_Lu says:
:: Continues the chase::
Host Pat_O says:
Action: All fire is suspended as if by magic
Host XO_Lu says:
:: Increases top full impulse::
T`Pal says:
@:: Banks hard over to avoid the Gany's phasers::
Host CO_Taylor says:
*EO*: Acknowledged. I need phasers and photon torpedoes!
TO_Sphinx says:
:: Monitors damage control teams all over the ship::
FCO_Harlok says:
@ <CEO_D'Terrin> NO! :: Looks up:: It's too dangerous and no sign of her. Our first duty is the mission. We must get Dr Clarain and her research to safety if we can.
Host XO_Lu says:
:: Veers hard to port::
Host CO_Taylor says:
CTO: Launch mines!
CTO_Silek says:
CO: Captain torpedoes and phasers are not functioning Sir? :: Shakes head and runs a diagnostic::
Host Pat_O says:
Action: Both ships are stopped in mid motion
Host CO_Taylor says:
OPS: What is the status of our away team? What the...?
EO_Winner says:
*CO*: Photon Torpedoes are gone, I'll need at least 10 minutes, phasers are at Low power, I can get you maximum emergency phaser power, but that would not be good on the ship
FCO_Harlok says:
@ WHAT!! :: Glares at Gal:: YOU can't be SERIOUS! She could be alive down there! :: Stabs finger at the opening::
T`Pal says:
@:: Weapons system are inoperative:: Self: What the...
CTO_Silek says:
CO: Mines will not jettison Sir
Host XO_Lu says:
Self: The ship is at full stop.
Host CO_Taylor says:
*EO*: Neither would Romulan disruptors on bare hull. I'll take anything you can get.
TO_Sphinx says:
CTO: Sir, may I suggest a boarding party to the Warbird, sir??
OPS_Serok says:
CO: They have retrieved the Dr....:: looks up:: but have not been able to retrieve the TO.
CTO_Silek says:
:: Scans the Romulan Vessel:: CO: Sir.. The Romulan is in the same predicament.
T`Pal says:
@:: Hits the weapons console with her fist:: Self: Federation interlopers!
Host Pat_O says:
Action: There is dead calm in the battle zone
EO_Winner says:
*CO*: Roger sir, but this will take the shields to around 10%
Host CO_Taylor says:
OPS: Keep trying. :: Concern shadows his face::
EO_Winner says:
:: Gives full emergency power to phasers::
CTO_Silek says:
CO: Captain.. Do you wish to try and board the Romulan Vessel?
FCO_Harlok says:
@ <CEO_D'Terrin>:: Glares back at Harlok:: NO!! We will try later but our duty is CLEAR! :: Starts the Hetfield back toward the Science base:: Now... see if the Dr Clarain is all right.
T`Pal says:
@:: Tries to get some power to the engines::
EO_Winner says:
*CO*: That’s all your gonna get sir
Host CO_Taylor says:
*EO*: I understand that, but the next disruptor blast breaches the hull or worse. Make it so. Bridge out.
TO_Sphinx says:
:: Tails waves in anticipation of possible boarding party mission::
OPS_Serok says:
CO: Aye Sir. *COM FCO*: Keep trying to find her Mister Harlok.
Host CO_Taylor says:
CTO: Do you find this just a little odd? What do we have left for sensors?
FCO_Harlok says:
@:: Grinds teeth at Gal's back and stomps back to the Dr and takes out a med-kit to check her over::
CTO_Silek says:
CO: Captain ... ALL ship systems are ...Frozen? Sir?
EO_Winner says:
:: Squeezes every bit of power out of the ship::
Host CO_Taylor says:
CTO: Indeed. What do our biosensors tell us about the situation here?
OPS_Serok says:
:: Looks at her console and realizes that the message didn't reach the away team::
TO_Sphinx says:
:: Furry ears twist in annoyance:: CTO: Sir I cannot get a reading. Systems locked out
CTO_Silek says:
CO: Life signs are.. Normal Sir ... on both ships
Host Pat_O says:
Action: There is an apparent vibration emanating from the planet surface
Host CO_Taylor says:
*EO*: Mister Winner, hold off on my last order. Come to all-stop.
EO_Winner says:
*CO*: I'm going to try and set up a manual power generator
T`Pal says:
@:: Turns to her crew:: All: Well, get me power to the weapons at least and MOVE!
EO_Winner says:
*CO*: Roger
EO_Winner says:
:: Sets up manual power::
Host XO_Lu says:
:: Scratches his head::
OPS_Serok says:
:; Checks a bioscan of the planet::
Host CO_Taylor says:
XO: Mister Lu, secure from Red Alert. Something strange is going on.
T`Pal says:
@:: Sees the biosensors recording surface vibrations::
CTO_Silek says:
~~~ OPS: Is your board frozen as well my wife ~~:: tries to open the TAC console::
EO_Winner says:
*CO*: Sir, manual power generator is supporting life support, got you a little more power
TO_Sphinx says:
:: Fur on the back of his neck shots up:: SELF: Grr, sssomething'ss happening...
Host Pat_O says:
Action: the vibrations are strongest at the point of the Warbird
Host CO_Taylor says:
:: Notices the blood on his uniform:: *EO*: Excellent. Work on getting us shields and sensors next.
FCO_Harlok says:
@ <CEO_D'Terrin>:: Maneuvers the Hetfield close to the Sci-station and starts to tap into its computer core for download::
Host CO_Taylor says:
OPS: give me shipwide Comm.
T`Pal says:
@:: Hangs on as her ship begins to shake::
OPS_Serok says:
~~~ CTO: only biosensors ~~~
CTO_Silek says:
:: Frowns::
FCO_Harlok says:
@:: Checks the Dr for injury and does what he can with his first-aid skills::
TO_Sphinx says:
:: Takes a tricorder and scans the hardware looking for anomalies::
EO_Winner says:
*CO*: Shields are at about.... 3% sensors down; I'll try as hard as I can
OPS_Serok says:
CO: Aye Sir..:: fingers fly over the console:: Shipwide now.
Host CO_Taylor says:
*EO*: that's all I ask, lad.
EO_Winner says:
*CO*: Roger
T`Pal says:
@All: Get us out of here...find a way!
Host Pat_O says:
Action: The vibrations increase in power causing the Warbird to turn white hot
Host CO_Taylor says:
CREW: All stations secure from battle stations. Immediately if not sooner.
CTO_Silek says:
:: Scans the Warbird as it turns white:: CO: Captain.. Something is happening to the Warbird.
CTO_Silek says:
:: Cuts power to phasers, torpedoes and shields::
T`Pal says:
@:: Sweat begins to pour off her face::
Host CO_Taylor says:
:: Flips switch to kill shipwide:: CTO: I see it. All weapons cold. Now.
TO_Sphinx says:
:: Lock down TAC #2::
FCO_Harlok says:
@ Dr_Clarain: Doc! :: Rechecks his readings on the med-scanner:: Doc... Can you hear me? :: Turns to CEO:: CEO: She's out cold... she needs a real Doctor Gal.
CTO_Silek says:
CO: Done Sir:: confirms that power is cut to weapons::
Host Pat_O says:
Action: The Warbird suddenly disintegrates and the marine life swims away from the science station
Host CO_Taylor says:
OPS: Can we get a reading on the waves that are hitting that vessel? CTO: Drop shields.
CTO_Silek says:
:: Lowers shields:: CO: Aye Sir.
T`Pal says:
@:: Screams for the last time::
FCO_Harlok says:
@<CEO_D'Terrin> FCO: Do what you can for her. We're a little shy of Doctors right now. :: Supervises the Core down-load::
OPS_Serok says:
CO: I am monitoring sir. It came from the planet.
TO_Sphinx says:
:: Continues searching for any kind of interfering wave blocking the systems::
Host Pat_O says:
Action: power returns to the Ganymede
Host CO_Taylor says:
OPS: Can we broadcast friend/foe identity or universal greeting at it?
CTO_Silek says:
:: Begins a detailed scan of the animals around the science station::
OPS_Serok says:
CO: Captain, all power has returned:: looks at her monitor:: and the vibrations have also stopped.
FCO_Harlok says:
@ CEO: Holy...! What was that?? :: Looks at Gal's readouts::
CTO_Silek says:
:: Begins a detailed scan of the animals around the science station::
OPS_Serok says:
CO: Aye Sir. Broadcasting.
Host CO_Taylor says:
:: Notes the lights coming back up:: XO: Mister Lu, I require some assistance over here...:: room begins to swim::
OPS_Serok says:
:: Begins to broadcast::
CNS_Ashworth says:
:: Is relieved that the power is back::
Host XO_Lu says:
CO: Captain?
FCO_Harlok says:
@ <CEO_D'Terrin>:: shrugs:: FCO: Wait... I'm receiving the Gany's signal. Try to make contact.
CTO_Silek says:
CO: Residual vibration emanating from.. The animals Sir...:: frowns::
Host XO_Lu says:
XO: Aye sir
Host CO_Taylor says:
:: Head is bleeding from a crack in the right side of the skull:: XO: I think you have the bridge...
FCO_Harlok says:
@ COM: GANYMEDE: Away Team to GANYMEDE, can you receive us?
Host Pat_O says:
Action: the marine life return to the science station and the light show returns
Host CO_Taylor says:
CTO: any sign of coherent...signal...? :: Getting spacey:: 
CTO_Silek says:
XO: Commander, the animals appear to be responsible for our.. Predicament.
Host XO_Lu says:
CO: Aye sir.
OPS_Serok says:
COM: FCO: We read you FCO. XO: Sir, I have the away team.
FCO_Harlok says:
@ <CEO_D'Terrin>:: Frowns at the Marine life and tries to get a reading on their "lightshow"::
Host CO_Taylor says:
:: Head flops to the right as green blood flows over right shoulder and onto the chair::
FCO_Harlok says:
@ COM: GANYMEDE: Rodger... but we're missing Lt. Masterson! Can you get a fix on her?
Host Pat_O says:
Action: the eel returns to the FCO and nudges the Hetfield
OPS_Serok says:
:: Looks up at the Captain and rushes forward::
Host CO_Taylor says:
:: Loses consciousness::
Host XO_Lu says:
:: Rushes to get the medkit::
OPS_Serok says:
CO: Captain... begins to hold the Captain upright::
Host XO_Lu says:
:: Opens it up and grabs a few things,::
Host XO_Lu says:
:: Gives the Captain a spray of Tri-ox and some pain relievers::
Host XO_Lu says:
:: Looks at the captain’s head::
Host XO_Lu says:
Self: Ouch a Cranial fracture, not good.
Host XO_Lu says:
*Sickbay*: Medical emergency on the bridge.
Host CO_Taylor says:
:: Drifts back into waking:: OPS: Terribly sorry for the fuss commander... XO: Thank you. Perhaps you should take the Conn for the moment, Max. I have a...:: grins:: slight headache.
OPS_Serok says:
:: Continues to hold up the Captain. ::
FCO_Harlok says:
@ <CEO_D'Terrin>:: Looks at read out:: FCO: We have her research we can go anytime.
OPS_Serok says:
CO: Think nothing of it Captain.
Host XO_Lu says:
CO: Captain, You have a skull fracture.
Host XO_Lu says:
CO: A medical team should be on its way.
FCO_Harlok says:
@:: Watches the Eel:: What does he want? Looks like he's trying to move us to the station.
CTO_Silek says:
:: Slaves the OPS/FCO console to Tactical and puts the Ganymede into a standard orbit:: XO: Commander I've put the ship into orbit.
Host XO_Lu says:
CTO: Can we contact the away team?
CNS_Ashworth says:
:: Suddenly feels movement in her abdomen and she smiles widely because she knows what it is and she gently rubs her abdomen::
Host CO_Taylor says:
XO: I am aware of that. It is exceedingly painful. However, if I may sit here, you can have the Conn. I don't think I have the energy to get up at the moment.
CTO_Silek says:
XO: Trying now sir. COMM: Away Team: This is the Ganymede.. Do you read?
Host CO_Taylor says:
:: Waits for the MOs to arrive::
OPS_Serok says:
:: Moves to her console as the Captain regains balance:: 
Host XO_Lu says:
:: Hands the Captain the hypos:: CO: Here you go Captain.
CTO_Silek says:
:: Transfers control back to OPS::
Host CO_Taylor says:
XO: Thank you Mister Lu. That won't be necessary.
FCO_Harlok says:
@ <CEO_D'Terrin> Well... there is a reference in her data. Drop her off at the station.
OPS_Serok says:
COM: FCO: You will not find the TO down there.
FCO_Harlok says:
@:: Looks at CEO skeptically:: CEO: ok... if you're sure. :: Drops the Doc off at the Door::
Host CO_Taylor says:
:: Something bothering him...hard to concentrate...Sits upright:: Self: Lt. Masterson!
Host Pat_O says:
Action: the Hetfield drops the Dr. off at the station airlock and the eel wraps itself around her and begins to vibrate apparently reviving her back to full health
FCO_Harlok says:
@ COM: GANYMEDE: What? Can you give her location? :: Returns to post::
CNS_Ashworth says:
:: Looks to the CO:: CO: Captain, you all right?
OPS_Serok says:
CO: Sir, she is gone. 
Host CO_Taylor says:
CTO: Mister Silek, you will keep me posted about Lt. Masterson, won't you? OPS: Gone...? :: Not registering::
FCO_Harlok says:
@ <CEO_D'Terrin>:: Recording incident with Dr Clarain and the Eel:: Self: Absolutely incredible!!
OPS_Serok says:
CO: Her subcutaneous device is not registering.
CTO_Silek says:
CO: Captain.. Sensors indicate.. Another ship may of taken Lt Masterson during the exchange of fire Sir.
Host Pat_O says:
Action: The Dr. slowly enters the station and the light show intensifies
CTO_Silek says:
: Reviews the logs:: CO: Possibly a Klingon Ship Sir.
Host CO_Taylor says:
    CTO: Indeed. Damn, I hate writing those letters...could you...?
OPS_Serok says:
    CO: Sir, that letter will be unnecessary I believe.
Host Pat_O says:
<<<<<<<<<<<End Mission>>>>>>>>>>>


